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Self-affirmation of the  Knoer.
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It is time to turn from theory to practice.
Judgment has been analysed. Its grounds in reflective under-
standing!; have been explored. Clearly the next question is
whether, judgments occur, and the answer to it is the act of
making one.

Since o-r si,»dy has been of cognitional process,
m-tooared to mn .ke is the self-affirmation

of an instance of such a process
as cognitional. By the "self" is meant a concrete and intelli-
gible unity-identity-whole. By "self-nffirsstion" is meant that
the self both o.ffi_ ,s_s and is affirmed. By "self-affirmation of
the knower" is meant that the self as affirmed is charn .cterised
by such occ'?r Fences as sens,ng, perceivirm?, i'na .'in_in? , inquiring,
unders ,anving, formu? .htinr, ref l ectinr_, grasp_ inn the unconditioi ed,
and affirreint.

The a fa ir-re Lion to be r?ede is a judgment of fact.
It is not that I exist necessarily, hut mesel-r that in fQct I do.
It is not that I am of necessity a knower, 'nut merely that in
fact I am. It is not that an ir.dliriduel performing the listed
acts really does know, hut merely that I perform them and that
by "knowing" I mean no more than such nerforrtance .

As all jucan.ont, solf-affir° ,ntion rests upon a
grasp of the unconditioned. The unconditioned in the combination
of 1) a conditioned, 2) a link between the cand . _^tioned and its
conditions, and 3) the fulfilment of the conditions. The relevant
conditioned in the sta-meant, I am a knower. The link between
the conditioned and :i.taa conditions soy be cast in the pronos : Lion,
I am a knower, if I am a concrete and intelligible unity-identity-
whole characterized by acts of sensing, perceiving, imagining,
inquiring, under ta .nddinn, formulating, reflecting, crrospiner the
undond .iti.oned,x and j idrring. The fulfilment of the conditions
is sison in consciousness.

The cond :_tion ed offers no difficulty. It is
merely the expression of what is to be affirred. Similarly,
the link offers no dZf_cul .ty: the link itself is a. staue_nent of
meaning; and the conditionss which it lists have been become
familiar in the coarse of this inv stitration. The problematic
element, then, lies in the fulfilmentilment of the conditions and we
proceed to indicate whet is meant and not meant by consciousness
and by the fulfilment of. conditions.

First, consciousness is not to be thought of as
some sort of inward look. People are apt to think of knowing
by imagining a man taking a look at something and, fur, eher, they
are opt to think of conscioncn .ess ,z,. i ^- min, . nr• themselves looking
into themselves. Not merely do they indul - e in such imaginative
opinions but also they are likely to justify them by ar°ument.
Knowing, they will say, is knowing somethi .n : it is being con-
fronted by an object; it is the strnnrre, mysterious, irreducible
presence of one thing to another. Hence, though knosing is not
exclu .s..vely a matter of ocular vision, still it is,i ,
that sort of thing. It is razing, ina1i intuiting, contemplating.
Whatever words you care to employ, consciousness is a knowing and
so it its so ;.e sort of inward looking.

the judgment we are host
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Now while conscious : ecs is a f. actor in knowing,
and wlisle knowing is an activity to vrh ^ ch a problem of objectivity
is annexed, still it is one thLng to Tien an account of the
activity and it is something, else to tackle the problem of
objectivity.	 For the present we are concerned simply With an
account of the activity, and so : e have defined she knower, not
by saying that he knows soe thing, but 	 I solely by
saying that he p_:forms certain kinds of acts. 	 - i • .t;
In like manner, we have not asked whether the knower losows himself;
we ask solely whether he can perform the act of self-affir-ntion.
Hence, while some of our r a .d.ers may possess ;i''9 r`'' nher remarkable
power of lookir_rr into themselves and. int it in r - sommthings c! ui e
clearly and clisti -.ctly, we shall not base o'er case upon their

P,	 -t-e-b e x_.. e e r s,__t isors vts rers e b 1,
cra_ c_lazely,	 --ray : ---t1-31T37- 	nd	 t} --u =4arr-trhey- r`y-to-leak

success. For, after all, there rin .y well exist other ren d ers
that resemble the writer andfind that looking- into the .sselves
yields results that, if not just blank, nre clearly very dim.

Secondly, by consciousness we shall mean that
there is an awareness inrrsinent in co'nitional acts. Alr.ad.y
a d.sstinction has been drawn between act and content, for instance,
between nolnr:;nndsm2xin rsit seeing and color, hearing and sound,
imarrining and ima c-e, i n. ; i -ht and idea. To affirm Oey1,11realommAp
consciousness is to affirm that cor;nit ional - roce.,s is m t mea ely
a procession of conents but also a succession of acts. It is
to affirm that the acts differ rad , tally from such snconscious
acts as the r etabol-sm of one's cells, the maintenance of ono 1 s
organs, the multitudinous bioloricnl processes tha i; one learns
about throogh the study of contemporary medical science. Both
kind.sra2 of acts occur, but the biological occur o aside conscious-
ness, and tho cognitional occur within consciousness, Seeing
is not merely a response to the stimulus of color and shape;
it is a response thaifconsists in becoming aware of color and
shape. Hearing is not nei ely a response to the stimulus of
sound; it is a res-onse that consists in becoming aware of sound.
As color differs from sound, so seeing diffors from hearing.
Still seeing and hearing have n common_ feature, for in both
occurrences ;here is not merely content but also conscious act.

By the conscious act is not meant a deiiberase
act; we are conscious of acts i;hout debating whether we sill
perform them. By the conscious net is not meant an act to which
one attends: consciousness can he heightened by shifting attention
from the content to the act; but consci usness is not constituted
by that shift of attention, for it is a a!;ality imnanent in acts
of certain kinds, and oithoot it the acts would be as unconscious
as the growth nx of one's beard. By the conscious act is not
rn.ant that the act is somehow isolated for ius , ection, nor that
one tymoty54,04 grasps its func -tion in corn:Lt .;ional process, nor that
one can assign it a name, nor that one can distinguish it from
other acts, nor that one is certain of its occur dente.

Does, then, "conscious act" mean no more than
cognitional act"? A distinction ho s to be drawn. First, I
do not think that only corn-tional acts or•e conscious. Secondly,
there are those that would define Brae "seeing" as "awareness of
color," and then proceed to argue that in seeing one was aware
of color but of nothing else whatever, that "awareness of color"
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occurs but that a concomitant "awareness of awareness" is a fiction.
This, I think, does not accerately reFJ.ect the facts. If seeing
is rota an we penes of nothing- but color and hearing is an
awareness of n thine but sound, why aro both nneeed "awareness?"
Is it because tee is some similntity between color and sound?
Or is it heaanss thee color and sound are disparate, yet rsansat
with rosnect to both there are acts that n re similar? In - ;he
latter case, what is . 11e similarity? Is it that both acts are
oCCUr' antes, as m tabolism iSIX on occur- enc e? Or is it that
both acts are conscious? One may c?u .nrrel with the phrase,
awareness ofa awareness, particularly if one ins -ire s awareness
to be a. looking and finds it prenostorous to talk about looking
at a look. But one cannot deny c': ha.t, wishin the co;-nitional
act as it occurs, t' -ore is a factor or element or coYnnonont
over and above its content, am that bhis factor is what differen-
t..ates tDy)n:i.tiQral acts from unconscious emir-ences.

Th..rdly, by consciousness is rleant an awareness
immanent in coenitionnl acts. But such acts differ in kind, and
so the awareness differs in kind with the alts. There is an
empirical consciousness chn-- acf;eriscic of seas nc, norceivin ,
imar;ining. As the content of these acts is :Merely presented or
re-resented, so the a renoss i aunenent in ';he 'acts is the mere
givenness of the acts. But there is on intelligent consciousness
characteristic of ingnir T, in ;ieht, and. Yermulation. On this
level cor,nitional oroceas not merely strives for and reaches
the intelligible, but in doing; so it evh_;.b:its its intelli-ence;
it operates ineellir*ent:ly. The awareness is present but it is
the aw renoss of intelli'-ence, of what strives to understand,
ofx what is satisfied by und.erstcnding, of whet formulaees the
understood, not as a school-boy repeating by rote a definition,
but as one that defines vamhReedAso bocaese he ?'rasps why that
definition h:_es thinr-s off. Finally, oft the th ird level of
reflection, r-;rasp of the unconditioned, and iudement, there is
rational consciousness. It is the emery ence and the effective
operation of a siegle law of utmost renerality, the law of
suffice. ont reason, where the suffid&ent reason is the unconditioned.
It emer ges as a demand for the unconditioned and a refusal to
assent unreservedly on any le,' ser -round. It advances to ;rasp
of the unconditioned. It terminates in the r ational compulsion
by which grasp of the unconditioned yields assent.

Empirical consciousness needs, perhaps, no furtherther
comment, for by it we illustreeted the difference between conscious
and unconecic_:us acts. Intelligent and rational consciousness,
on the other hand, may be clarified by a contrast. In i;heir
different manners both common sense and positive science vt w
the material world as subject to intelligible patterns and as
governed by some law of causality. To confine our attention to
what man knows best, namely, his own artefacts, there is discerniblee
in them an intelligible design and their existence has its ground
in the labor of production. But before the design is realized
in things, it was invented by intellir ence ; hef. one the sequence
of productive operations was undertaken, it was affirmed as worth
while for some s ff i c lent 1S7R3214 or apparently sufficient reason.
In the thing there is the intelligible design, but in the inventor
there was not only the intelligibility on the side of the object
but also intelligent consciousness on the side of the suNect.
In the thing there is the eroa.ndedness that consists in its
existence being accounted for by a segeence of operations; but
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in the entre reneur there was not only the rroundedness of his
jud^;nient in the reasons that led to it but also the rational
consciousness that regeired reasons to reach a jud gment.
Intolli-once and intellineibility are the obverse and reverse
of the second level of kn:win t : ici:;o l .lience looks for
intoll_ie ible patterns in nresentat tons add renresentations;
it ^rasps such ne tterns in its noments of inaic-ht; it e7nloits
such grasp in its formulations and in farther o 'ero.tian s equally
rruicl .ed by the ins . i. ehts. In like manner, r. o enen . eblone :s and
'roundedness are the obverse and reverse of the third level
of kneeing. Reasona ' leness is reflection inasmuch as it seeks
'roundedness for oh;'ects of ;hoeeht; reasena .bleness d, scovers
groundednees in its reflective rra.sD of the unconditioned;
reasonableness e xnlol.t s ereerd .ednoas w' .en it affirms ob; ects
because they are [.;ro .mdod. In man's artefacts there are the
reverse elo'rents of Intel?: -ill-lit -7 and -roundedness, but there
are not 6110 obverse eieeents of intellir°once and -:^ensonablen_ess.

1=142
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The observe ele'ents nertnin to co in tionnl process on its
second and third levels; they/pertain tip& to 21e contents e -:er:gent
on those levels, to the idea or concept, to the uncondetiaaed or
affirmed; on the con ;rery, they ch „ rac'.;sr t7e the acts with
which those conton':s are coupled and so they are snecific
differentia .ions of the awareness of consci :)usness. Clear
and distinct concention not only revenls the intellieibi.lity
of the object but also/the inte:Llieence of the sah iect. Exact
and balanced judgment not only  uoq i	 thins as they are
but also testifies to the dominance of reasonableness in the
subject.

Still, it may be ashce d, any I really conscious of
intellieenco and reasonableness? The eenuion, I think, is
misleading. It su ^ eeets that t ' ,ere is a tyre of knowing in
which intell:L"once and reasoeahlenee s conro up for insuection.
But what is asserted in not that you can uncover irate i . i -, eence
by introspection, as you can point to Calculltta on a map.
The assertion is that you have conscious states and conscious
acts that are intelligent and reasonable. Intolli''ent and
rational consciousness denote cha :ract rs of co 'ni -"ional ::recess,
and the cb: me tens the r denote nertnin not to the contents
but to the proceeding. It is r. e eu -n ant to me to place astrolo 7y
and astronomy, alchemy and chemistry, le'end and history,
hypothesis and fact, on exactly the same footing. I am not
content with theories, however brilliantly coherent, bet insist
on raisin~ the f rther question, Are they true? What is that
repugnance, that discontent, that insistence? They are just
so many variations on the more basic expression that I am
rationally conscious, that I demand seffyci ent reason, that I
find it in the unconditioned, that I assent unreservedly to
nothing 2l2es less, that such demanding, finding, self-committing
occur, not like the ,,:r.:;v„th of my hair, but conscxox .sly within
a field of consciousness or awareness. Again, if at moments
I can slip into a lotus land in which ne' o presentations and
reeresentations are juxtaposed or successive, still that is
not my normal state. The Hume an world of mere impressions
comes to me as a puzzle to be pieced. toc,et1aer. I want to
understand, to nrssp intelligible unities and relations, to
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know .'that's up and ewe where I stand. Praise of the scientific
spirit that in.:uires, that masters, that controls, is not without
an echo, a deep resonance within me, for, in my more modest way,
I too in uere and catch on, see the thine to do erel see that it
is properly done. But ehnt are these -net variations on the
more ha.eis e eeression t''et I am intel.l leently conscious, that
the awareness cniracteristic of coenit'iona.l ^cts on tho s econd
level is an active contributing to the intellieibil . l ty of its
products? V hen I lie tenen to the story of Archimedes and when I
read the recital of a nyetica.l eznorience, t' ere is a r"er'--ed
difference. '.7het the m -etic oz eri_ences, I do not know. But,
though I never en oyied so remarkable en insi e t as Archimedes,
still I do know what it is to miss the point encd. to Tot the point,
tot to ah:r have a clue and then to 604,4 catch on, to see th-ngs
in a new light, to grasp how they hang together, to come to know
wile, the reason, the ezplan Lion, the c? ese. After Archimedes
shouted "I've of it," he mi .ht well be nuzzled by the q eetion
whether he was conscious of an insirrht. Still there can be no
doubt that he was conscious of an incro r erxt of knowledge, an
increment that ho had wanted very much. Did he want the king's
favor? Did he wet to enhance his ronutation? Perhaps, bet at
a deeper and more epontenooes level, he veen ;ed.tm to know how to
do something; he wanted to solve a problem; he vented to under-
stand; his Coll SCbl .lsnoss : e s on the second le°'el where it seeks
the intell.i-ible and follows up p;rtial ins iehts with further
questions until titre comes	 final crown.irg insight that ends
questioning and satiefies intelli' "ent consciousness.

In the fourth ple ce, there are unities of censciousne ss
Besides co -nitional contents teere are cognitional acts; different
kinds of acts have different kinds of awareness, empirical,
intelli ent, rational. But the contents cuaulete into unities:
what is perceived is what is in - uired aho 't; whet is inquired
about is what is understood; whet is un ,: er ,tood is what is
formulated: what is .formulated is what is reflected on: whet is
reflected on is what is (*rasped as unconditioned: what is ,ram ed
as unconditioned is whet is effi med. Now, just as there am
unities on the	 of the ob, ect, so there are unit .-s on .the
side of the subject. Conscious acts are not so many isolated,
random atoms of knowing, but many acts coalesce into a single
knowing. Not only is there a similarity between my seeing and
your hearing, iiasmuch as both acts are consc ions; there also is
an identity involved when my seeing and my hearing or your seeing
and your hearing are compered. More-ver, this identity e „tends
all along the line, Not only is the percept inquired about,
understood, formulated, reflected on, r.rasped as unconditioned,
and affirmed, but also there is an identity involved in perce wing,
inquiring, understanding, formulatdng:, reflecting, gras ping the
unconditioned, and a _ff_iriing. Indeed, consciousness is much more
obviously of this unity in diverse acts than of the diverse acts,
for it is within the uni;y that the acts are foued and distinguished,
and it is to the unity that we appeal when we xay talk about a
single field of consciousness and drew a distinction between xcts
conscious acts occurrinq within ;he field and unconsci-us acts
occurring outside it.

One might go further end argue t:_at, were the
unity of consciousness not given, then it meld have to be pos-
tulated. For many con sents on diverse levels cumuis !.e into a
single known. But how can that occur? How can images be derived
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from sensations? How can inquiry be about percepts? How can
insight be into ima . n-es? How can definition draw upon both
images and the ideas grasped in ins i(Tht? How can reflecting
be about formulations? How can the Trash of the unconditioned
be obtained by combininfr the conditioned that is thounht and
the fulfilment that is sensed? Iiev can each j,id lont omor.go
in a context of other judgments that detertine its meaning,
complement it, qualify it, defend it, wizh so th^t it is but
a single increment within a far vaster knowing? I cannot inquire
into your exrorience or reflect on yo in il000fats. But if there
were no "I," how co Ild there be a "my exo,erience" with respect
to w zich a "my inotniry" occ^^rred, or nAmuxre£iaction
1'my tianoi hts" with respect to hick "my reflection" occurred?
If there were not one consci usness, at once empirical,  intellirer_t,
and we flee Live ra ti ,nal, how could ra . cio - .a l jad rent proceed
from an unconditioned r*ras -red in the combination of thoa ht and
sensible e morien_ce?

Still, if the unity of consciousness wo'ld have
to be postulated on the hypothesis that it were not miven, it
remains that it is -Wen. By this, of co irse, I do not mean
that it is the object of some inward look. ^.hatts is meant
is that a sin-le srent is involved in many acts, that it is
an abstraction to speak of the acts as conscious, that concretely
consciousness nerta'a s to the noting agent. Seeing and hearing
differ inasmuch as one is an awareness of color and the other
an awareness of sound. Se-in and hearing are similar inasmuch
as bakhxams each is in awareness. But the similarity bet 4 een
my seeinc and :r ur hearing is an abstract inr icar,io of consciousness
which, as it is giviin, is primarily an identity uniting my seeing
and my hearing or your seeing and -.our , tienrin

:fie have been ono-ed in de! eirn±iying what nrec_sely
is meant by consciousness. ! e h ve con t ended that it is not some
inward look but a quality of co-fnition<nl acts, a quality that
differs on the different levels of connit, iona l process, a quality
that concretely is the identity i -ra.nent in the diversity and
the multiplicity of the process. However, one cannot insist too
strongly that such an a-ccouht oft conscio^l .sness is not itself
consciousness. The account suprosos consciousness as its data
for inquiry, for inai r-ht, for fornuln . tion, for reflection, for
grasp of the unconditioned, for j ndT-,eat. But/the account itself
is the formu ating and the judging, while the account itself is
what is formulated and affirmed. Consciousness as given is
neither formulatednor affirmed. Consciousness is csiven inr3enendently
of it sb being foruJ.a ted or affir med. To formulate it does not
make one moue consc i pus, for the effect of formulation is to

(	 add to one's concerts. To affirm„does rot make one more conscious,
A	 for the effect of affirmation is to add to one's judonrent s.

Finally, as consciousness is ix not increased by affirming; it,
so it is not diminished by denying; it, for the effect of denying   

is to add to the list of one's jud r gents and not to subtract f4
from the grounds on which judr, rents may be based.

This remark brinss us to our second topic. We
proposed to say what was meant and not meant by consciousness.
We also proposed to say what was meant and not meant by theA
fulfilment of conditions for the affirmation of the conditioned.ex ôerier:tial/

A

ivin /
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By such experiential fulfilment, then, one does not mean the
conditioned, nor the link between the conitioned and Its
conditions, nor the condit . ,.ons as formulated let alone as
affirmed. One does mean that the conditions, which are formulated,
also are to be found in a more rudimentary sta t e within coniional
process. Just as inquiry brines aboat the advance from the
perceived and not understood to the nerceived and understood,
so there is a reverse shift by ,h -ch one moves from the erceivod
and understood to the merely perceived. It is this reverse shift
that commonly is meant by verif-.i.c^ , ion. If from a more 'eneral
theory I :btain the formula, PV 64, then I cen infer that
when P is 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, V will have t1 ,_eo --etically the values
32 0 A 16, 8, 4, 2. By setting up suitable ap aratus and securing
appropriate conditions defined by the theory, I can advance from
theoretical inference to/experimental check. The res Ilts of
the experiment may be expressed in a series of propositions,
such as the statement that, when P was approximately 2, V was
approximately 32, buc s lch a series of sta ;ements, ho ever
accurate, is not what was frien by the exaerimant. The statements
represent jud .r Tents of fact; the , ur'c - ents rest on -rasping* the
unconditioned; the •:-rasp rests en formulations and visual
experiences. The oxperirment r̂ives not statements nor judgments
nor reflective un .dorsoanc9in7 nor formulations but only visual
ex eriences. The exrer.imont gives n •t visual experiences as
described but visual ex ,eriences on t he le-el of merely seeing.
That P is 2 when the needle on a dial stands at a. certain place,
is4 t44444.y. That V is 32 when certain dimensions of an object
coyncide with certain dimensions of a measuring rod, isA moc.e--
til6agy. All that is seen, is the noodle in a pos.ion on the

. dial and dimensions of an object s ::nd ino in coinci(once with
numbered units on a rod. Nor is it thisat d;escrirticn that is
seen, but only what is so described. In brief, verification
is an an '-ropria -te pat tern of acts of checking; acts of checking
are reversals from formulaions of what wou ld be "erceived to
the coy°r ..;snonding but more rudim ntary cognitional contents
of acts of nerceivingA In ahe fo -nulati on there always are
. . laments derived from inquiry, insinht, conceiving. But in virtue
of the checking one can say that the formulation is not met
'pure theory, that it is not merely suprosed or rle ely postulated
or merely inferred, that its sensible com onont is given.

Now just ,>_s there is reversal to what is _-iven
sensibly, so there is reversal to what is al - en consciously.
Just as the former reversal is away from the understood as
understood, the formula  !red as formulated, the affirmed as affirmed,
and to the merely sensed, so also the latl.er reversal is from
tho underst . cd, formulated, affirmed as such to the merely , ion.
Hence, in the self-affirmat3on of the knower, the conditioned
is the statement, I am a knower. The link between the conditioned
and its conditions is cast in the -reposition, I am a knower if
I am a unity performing certain kind . rof t acts. The conditions
as formulated are the unity-id entity--whole to be grasped in
data as individual and the kinds of acts to be r!rasped in data
as similar. But the fulfilment of the conditions in consciousness
is to be had by reverting from such formula .ions to the more
rudiinent'ary state of the formulated where there is no formulation
but merely experience.
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From preliminary clarifications, we torn to
the issue. Am I a knower? Each has to ask the qu eo pion of
himself. But anyone who asks it, is #ebe}l. * ently-cepes4e4e
rationally conscious. For the question is a question for -ref l ection
a question to be net with a Yes or No; end asking the qqestion
does m t :;lean ro eo tin;- the w ord . s bit e o; pin>: the Civria ,;hic state
in wh_Lch d .:,sat-sfaction with n re theory mcnife:its iself in
a demand for fact, for what Is so. Further, the question is
not any question. If I a: k it, I know what it :deans. ':'ihtdm
do I mean by I? The answer is difficult to formulate but, stran'ely
in some obscure fashion I knew very well whot it 'ems w.LthoUt
formulation, and by th t obscure 'et fro iliar awareness I find
fa . olt ::Lth various .formul^.ti:ms of ,,°:h^t is -leant by "I." In
other :lords, "I" has a rudimentary meaninrr from consc .c ' :. :_,ness
and it envisages, not the multiplicity nor the diversity of
cart ents and conscious acts bat rather the unity ',at goes
along with them. Bot if "I" hns some such rudimentary meaning
from consciousness, then coriscionsne C s sup-lies the fulfilment
of one element in the conditions for a .ffir.rrin° That I am a lnoo:r.
Does consci usness sun - ly the fulfilment for ths other conditions?
Do I see, or am I blind? Do I hear, or am I deaf? Do I try to
understand or is the di t:.nction. 'het? oen iote l.l.i -once ^nd ctu idity
c .te-ina=liep.ble no more applicable to me than to a stone?
Have I any exnerience of in sitht, or isth$ the story of. Archimedes
as strsnr:e to me no the account of ll, tinus' vision of God
the One? Do I conceive, think, consider, suppose, del ine, formu-
late, or is my oalkinr like the ta.lkino of a parrot? I reflect
for I ask whether I a.m a knower. Do I nrs p the unconditioned,
if rot in othor instances, then in this one? If I grasped the
uncondi+,_.ned, would I not be under the rational compulsion of
affirming• that I am and so, eiher affirm it, or else find some
loophole, so :e weakness,  some incoherence in t'ois account of
the genesis of solf-sffirria .tion? As each hog to ank t' ese
questions of himself, so too ho ;,asto answer t':hors l:'or himself.
But the fact of the asking and the possibility of : he rynst erinr
are themselves the sufficient reason for the xA:w ere ^.ffirontire
answer.

The foregoing account ofs self-sffirmation stresses
its positive asnect. It is n ju.dr*'rent of fact and so it rests
heavily upon the oxporionti.al component in knowing. Still it
is a singolnr type of '!u!)-':"'"lent for it possesses a. variety of
ov atones. I :mi ht not be, yet if I am, I am. I might be
other than I am yet, in fact, I am w1 t I am. The cm uji±tizx
contingent, if you su .prose it as a fact, becomes conditionally
necessary, ^nd this piece of olrercn :.ry looic places the
merely factual self-affirmation in a cost ex.t of necessity.

Am I a kno'ver? The answer, Yes, is coh ,-: rent,
for if I am a. kno`nor, I can know that fact. But the answer, No,
is incoherent, for if I am not a kno e.r, how could the question
bo raised and answered by me? No less, the hedninr. answer, I
do not know, is incoherent. For if I know that I do not know,
then I am on knower; and if I do not know that I do not know,
then I should not answer.

Am I a knower? If I am not, then I know nothing.
My only course is s&lenco. My only course is not the excused
and explained silence of the skeptic hot the complete silence
of the animal that offers neither excw e nor exolanntion for
his complacent absorption in me - oly sensitive rootines. For if
I know nothing, I do not know excuses for not 'mowing. If I
know nothing, then I cannot know the explanation of my igaora nce.
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The conditional necess y of con inr;eni;.. t
is what in vo 1. .: s the 	 lkin -kept i i_ contra ct ion.
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It is this conditional necessity of contin -ent
fact that involves the t^lkir1 sh_eptic in contradiction. If

enthusiasm. for the echievement of Freud were to lead me to
affirm that all thought and affirmation is , u .st a by-product

be of the libido, then, since I have admitted no exceptions,
would have to this very assertion of mine 1/ mere assertion from a susnect

source. If second thoughts lead me to aclmowled-e an exception,
they lead me to acl:nowledre the necessary presuprositions of
the exception. By the time thet list has been drawn up and
accepted, I rein() loneer a skeptic.

Still the Ar_stotelian prescription of 'letting
the skeptic to talk derives its efficacy not only from the
conditional necessity of continent fact hut also from the
nature, the natural spontaneities and natural inevitabilities,
that eo with that fact. ''hy is it that the talking skeptic
does not talk ,gibberish? Why is it that one can count on his
being nonplussed by self-contradiction? It is because he is
conscious, empirically, intelligently, and rationally. It is
because he has no choice in the matter. It is because extreme
in_uenu .ity is needed for him not to betray his real nntere.
It is bec .ause, were his ir.• .senuity successful, the only result
would he tih .n .t he had revealed him elf on idiot and lostst all
claim to be heard.

This aspect of the matter deserves further
attention. Cornitional erocess does not lie outside the realm
of lantern' law. Not merely do I possess the power co elicit
certain types of acts when certain conditions are fulfilled,
but also with statistical rer ilerity the conditions are fulfilled
and the acts occur. I cannot escape sensa, percepts, images.
All three keep occnrrin ^ (Turing my tiF:alrin . hours, and the images
often continue during , my sleep. No doubt, I can exercise a

O	 selective control over what I sense, perceive, imagine. But
the choice I cannot make effocti^'e is to sense nothing, perceive
nothing, imagine nothing. Not only are she contents of these
acts	 imposed upon me, bet also
conscloisness in some degree is inseparable from the acts.
Nor is thsit consciousness merely on eeerer^ate of isolated
atoms; it is a unity.

^	 If I cannot escape pr. esentations and represenations,
neither cn .n I be content with them. Spont ^ .neoesly I fall a victim
to that wonder that Aristotle named the be`inr .in$ of all science
and philosophy. I try to understand. I enter, without que stionnin g,
the dynamic state that is revealed in questions for intelligence.
Theoretically there is a Cis junction between "being intellieent"
and "not being intel7 _ ieent." But the theo etical disjunction is
not a practical choice for me. I can der ecate intelli gence;
I can ridicule its aap&rations; I can reduce its use to a minimum;

• . • • 4
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but it does not follow that I can eliminate it. I can question
everything else, but to question questionning is self-destructive.
I might call upon intell_ir-enco for the conce - t ion of a plan to
escape intelligence, but the effort to escape wo.ild only reveal
my present involvement and, stronve ly enough, I would want to
go about the business intelli - ently end I would want to claim
that escaping was the inter.irent thine to do.

As I cannot be content with the cinematographic
flow of jresentations and r.epresentations, so I cannot be content
with inc;uiry, understanding, on-' formulation. I may say I :rant
not the czuarry but the chose, but I am careful to restrict my
chasing to fields where the quarry lies. If, above all, I
want to understand, still. I wont to understand the facts.
Inevitably, the achievement of unders tand.inr, h w e ver t 	 .:J,7-
Wiamat, only 'rives rise to the f:r..her gnesLion, Is it so?
Inevitably, tine progress of unr2ersuondins7 is interrv.pted by
the check of judgment . Inte ll. ieenc e may be e th . orou . hbred
oxultir :g in the race; but ti ere is	 rider on its back; and,
without the rider, the best of horses is a poor bet. The
insistence that modern ac once envisages axfu _tl,re on indefinite
future of repeated revisions does not imply an ind . iffere nce to
fact. On tho corth nary, it i3 fact that will force the revisions,
that will toss into the waste-basket the brilliant theories of
previous ur_r erstn .n_ding, that will mske each new theory better
because it is closer to the facts.	 But whet is fact? il'hnt is
that clear, precise, definitive, irrevocable, dominant something
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Am I can. sciol ā.s empirically, intelli-ently, ra ionally?
If I am, I can orie ir.nte stitonents teat nre factual, intelli i.blo,
r'round.ed. If I am not, then I am no more the origin of such 	 '
statements than is the veniiriloquist's dummy. If I am not enmpiricala.;;
conscious, my iutel,.i-once h-s no materials fov inquiry, no data
for insif ,hts, noththrr u.n.,fiod or 2nr related to f,_ rr, ulrte; and
no less my ror.sonableness hn.s no e rer_.ence Eaxx in ':-hick it can
find the fulfilment of conditions for jfld.T-,ents of fn.ct. If I
am not intellirrentlzr conscious, then I d.o not in wire or seek
ins . alts or enjoy them. Not only is 1ri7 world the Hu?rean world of
juxtar•osed and succeeding imp':cssions



Self affirmation

that .: o nano fact? The question ist too lnrr;e to be settled here.
Each philosophy has its own view on whet fact is and its cense,; .uent
theory on the precise nature of oer knowledge of fact. 	 All tart
can be attempted now is to state what we haneen to mean by knowing
fact. Clearly, then, fact is concrete as is sense or consciousness.
Again, fact is intell i.ble ; if it is inde' endent of all doubtful
theory, it is not in..ie - ereent of the moeest in;siaht an formulation
necessary to give it its precision and its accuracy. Finally,
fact is virtually unconditioned: it mieht n t have been; it might
have be g-n other than it was; but n s thins stand, it possesses
conditional necessity, and n: thine can :sossibly nL er it now.
Fact, then, combines the concreteness of ex erionce, the deter-
minate:ness of acc gyrate intelli onto, end the absoluteness of
lodgment rational judoment. It is the natural objective of human
cocfli.tional process. It is the anticipated unity to which sensation,
perception, iraaeina -iun, ingnir-?, ins ieht, formula ion, reflection,
grasp of the unconc i.ioned, and ,judr'r,ent mi ke their several, Com_
plomen!,ary contributions. ;+hen Newton knew that the water in his
bucket tiaras rotating, he knew a fact, th oei h he thought he knew
absolute space. Alen ainantuhl mechanics and relativity nosit the
unimaginable in a four-dimensional manifold, they bring to light
the not too surprising fact that scientific intell_ . ence and
lodgment verif. yine , uc1r rent e o beyond the realm of ir!neinr tion to
the realm of fact. Just whet that realm is, as has been said,
is a difficult and oompliceted problem. Our present concern is
that we are committed to it. pie are committed, not by knowing
whet it is an that it is worth while, bet by an inability to
avoid exnerience, by tie subtle conquest in us of the Eros that
would understand/m. 1 by the ir_ev iteble aftermath of that sweet
adventure whet a rationality identical with_ us demands the
absolute, re2uses unreserved assent to less then the unconditioned
and, when that is attained, imposes anon us a commitment at -once
in which we bow to an ir.l - anent Anagke. Confronted with she
scand ,a_^ d of the unconditioned, the skeptic clesnsirs. Sect bef . re
it, the pnnoduc s of human nnr'er'st^ : ,ring are ^shamed. Great
are the achieversents of modern science; by far are they to be
p-eferred to earlier guess-work; yet rational consciousness finds that
they appro:;in to indeed to the unconditioned vet but do not attain
it; and so it aa : iens t'. oem the mom est status of nrohability.
Still, if re 6iona. l crmacj_oo.snoos can criticise the achievement of
science, it cannot critici e itself. The critical spirit can
weigh all else in the balance, only on conch;ion that it does
not criticize itself. It is a self-assertive spontaneity that
demands suffecien .t reason for all else but offers no just__fication
for its denanding. lent ::thex ;iadt:cee.;ofxthn .rlexand It arises, fact-like
to -generate knowledge of fact, to posh the coenitionsl -rocess

unreserved/	 from the conditioned str. •c u.' es of intelli -ante to/4;11e-9nee-e4-13enact
a.f firms Lion_ of tLe uncond. . tion.ed. It occurs. It will recur
whenever the co_ d . i;ions for reflection are fulfilled. , hth
seat- ._stice_ 1 regula=rity those conditions keep bring ful:'ilaed.
Nor is that all, for I am involved, enen aged, committed. The

V	 disjunction between rationality and non-rntiona .lity is an abstract
'`	 alternative b ,t not a concrete ch .i.ce. Rationality is,te- dignity,

__	 '., and so closely to it do	 ^cling, that I
A	 would want the best of ;reasons for abandoning it. Indeed, I ant

when/	 so much one with my reasonableness that, %i✓ygck 1 lapse from its
high standards, I an compelled either to repent my folly or to
rationalize it.
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Self-affir;nntion has been considered as a
concrete jud .r:ment of fact. The contradiction of self-negation
has been indicated. Behind that contrs ,'fiction these have been
discerned natural inevitabilities and spontaneities that cai-
stituto the possibility of imowin, not by demonstrating that
one can imow, but prar;matically by enaaginr one in the process,
Nor in the last resort can one reach a deeper fo:mdation than
that - racmatic engagement, Even to seek it involves a a vicious
circle; for if one sees such a fou.ndacion, one employs one's
cognitional process; and the foundati n to be reached will be
no more secure or solid than the inon .iry utilised to reach it.
As I nii-ht not be, as I mi^ht be other t'l_an I am, so my llno„'ing
might not be and it might be oth• r than it is. The ultimate
basis of oer know3n7 is not necessity het contin : •ent fact,
and the fact is esta :dished, not prior to our enrranement in
knosin, , bit simul;fneously with it. The skestic, then, is
not involved in a conflict with absol.ir,e necessity. He mi ht
not be; he mir"h; not be a. ',mower. Cont r-diction_ arises when
he utilises co ' n:itiona .l process to deny it.

There is a further aspect to the matter. Is
the self-affirmation that has been outlined descriptive of the
thing-for-us or exnlanatory of the thins-itself? le have spoken
of natural inovitohilwti -s and spontaneities. But did we speak:
of these as they ore thesselvc s or as they are for us?

e w f

	

	Unf'ortuna ;ely, there is a prior question. The
clistinttion that; was drawn4 betwoen d.escr. ipti ,n and sugplatioilmn

^,	 explanation was couched in terms that sn .f.f_.cod to cover the
difference in the fie]_cts of positive ampi3rlegt science. But
human science comp ins an element not to be found in other
departments. Both the study ofx men and the study of nature
bazween basin from in .; uiry and ins i- ht into seas., . le data.
Both the study of man and the study of natu re can advance

from the d.e._crintive relations of the object to the inquirer
to she exnlanntory relations nnt obtain immediately between
ob,'ects. Just as the physicist measures, correlates moasueentents,
and imnlicicly defines conrelltives by the correlations, so
too the kt3 an-tiek e??.i; et; student of human nature can forsake

olitical,/ 

	

	 the li ,,orary n .p ,roach to determine economic,/sociolorical, cultural,
historical correlations. But the study of man enly - en eya
also en oys tbro' sh consciousness on immodia;,e access to man,
and this access can be esed In two -r.anners. The initial use
is descrir _tine. In this fashion we bean from an account of
an event nasred insirrht. se pointed out t ; ll; it was satisfying,

easAsSL	 that it Atimvuneseectedly, that its emersence vas conditioned.
A	 more by a dynamic inner state of in-spiry than by external clrcum-
t-	 stance, that while she fi'st eserrrence was difficult, re Bated

occurrence was easy and s uontaneous, that sinsle acts of ins imht
accumulate into clusters 'hearins on a sinle to_: ic , that such
clusters may ee: ainn s	 : ,	 or may be worked out into o_
systematic doctrines. Naturally enoush, this/description of
insirrht was p :. osupn.osed and utilized when we came to examine
it no e closely; and 6his closer examination was in t -rn
presupposed in our account of explanatory abstraction and
explanatory system and in our st icy of empirical method.  

0 ) l--^'.
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Self-affirmation

In brief, because rrnn is a knower, beca , ise he is
conscious erinirically, intelligently, and rationally, it follows
thatlstatements, proceeding from his knowledge, claim to be
factual, intelli7i ōle, and j.r-otmded. The contradiction, in

which the taJ1cin skeptic is involved, lies inr: n dly in the
Ilse of cor;r. i ional process to deny that process and outwardly
in the use of speech, which re r oxen s knowled7e , to deny that
his speech repl'esents and=th.Ln_r;.
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Moreover, since data, Percents, send im vres are prior to inquiry,
in sir ht, and formulation, and since n11 definition is subsequent
to inquiry and ins ltvht, it was necessary to def:Lne data, per. ce= ts,
and imanes as the ma eerials n- esuptosed and co*nplenented by
inquiry ant ins:ir-ht and, further, it vl?.s necesea. y to cis tin7e sh
between them by contrasting the r'ormuln ions of empirical science
with those of. ma!;hem.n ,ics am I;1-le formulations of both of these
with the formulations of co:Inon sense. Finally, the analysis
of jud 7-ont ,end the account of reflective underst'mding consisted
in omitinv relatinc oleos() acts to each of er,ond to the f Tumuiations
of urv' orstdnding, and to he fulfil-lent provided by ex er .;.ence.
Hwy As the reader will discern, the initial nrococ ;ure of description
gradually yielded to definition by relation: and the d.efin .ng
relations obtained ianmodiately between diffe, ent hinds of co titional
state or act. But definition 117 this ,;y e of relation is explanatory
and co deE,criptive procedure was su,erseded by explanatory.

There are, then, two types of descri ation and two
types of e planation. If one SQP.4-s from the data of sense, one
begins by describing but - .cos on to exrlain. Again, if one j64 s -As
from the data of consci :ousniess, one begins by d.escripinr:. and noes
on to e:plain. Still, there is an it octant difference between
the two Lyres of e_;rnlaininrr.	 For exnlnne _;ion on ;,ho basis of
sense cant. reduce	 olomenu of hypothesis to a minimum but it
cannot eliminate it entirely. But exnlanation on the basis of
consci.c. snoss can escan entirely the merely sun - osed, the merely
post;ulatod, the me''ely inferred.

First, o::rl ,anntion on on basis of sense cr n oed . oce
hypothesis to a minimum. This, of co'rse, is the Point of the
principle of relevance. Galileots law of fallings; bodies does
not/surnose or rostul3te distance or time or the measurements of
either. It does n.t/s unpose or nostulate tie correlation between

O.	 aat 	 fl	 e l.PAtio-.lae"triken --;lso- two;

distance and time; for the:Ato ms there is some relation between
the two in-s-ouch	 r',od - fells fa nor in a loan~rr. time;
and the actual measu.rements Tro -nd. a nu-crical decermination of
that relation. Moreover, wh - t holds I'or the law of falling bodies,
holds for ,he other laws of ;echenics. If one :leases, one may
contend that G,e use of inquiry, insi-'ht , formula ion, and conse-
quent r7ort, ralization,is me supnosi len er mere postulation;
but at least it is not the ty e of ae-e sunnosition that the
empirical scientist s;,'s ee.a ;ic±ally avoids or that he serieasly
fears will be eliminated in some more intelligent method of
inqu:i.ry to be devised and accented in the future. `1'o reach the
element of mere sup position that -akas any s.-stem of mechanics
subject to fut.-re revision, one must shift a..,tention from single
laws to the set of urimitive terms and relations which the a -seem
employs in for:;ulating all its fans. In ocher words, one has
to distinguish between, say, mass as defined by corneia::ions
between masses and, on the otbnr hand, mass Rs enjoying the position
of an uitir:ate mechanical consent. Any future system of mechanics
will have to satisfy the data that now a _,e sat covered 'ltr the notion
of mass s But it is net necessary i;h^t,, futuresystefq of
mechanics will have to satisfy the srsme data by employing oor
concont of mass. Further do' elonmen_ts might lead to i;he intro-
duction of a (efferent set of ultimate conce ts, to a conser Bent
reformulation of all laws, and so to a dethronement of the n;tion
of mass from its present position as an ultimate of mechanical
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system. Hence while empirical method can reduce the hypothetical
to a minimum, it cannot eliminate it entirely. Its concepts as
concepts are not hypothetical, for they are defined implicitly
by empiricallye stablished correlations. None the less, its con-
cepts as syste•.watically sit?;nificant, as ultimate or derived, as
preferred to other concepts that mi ght ;•:e emrirically reached,
do involve an element of mere sup ,osition. For the selection of
certain concepts as ultimate occurs in the work of systematization,
and that work is provisional. At any time a system is accepted
because it provides the simalest account of all the known facts.
But at the same time it is ackno" . ledged that there may be unknown
yet relevant facts, that they mi,Mht el.ae rise to further questions
that would lead to further insinhts, and that the further insights
might involve a radical revision of the accepted s:ratem.

Secondly, explanation on the basis of conscious :ness
can escape this limitation. I do not mean, of course, that such
explanation is not to be reached thro e " nh the series of revisions
involved in the self-correcting process of learning. Nor do I mean
that, once ex lanar - ion is reached, there remains no possibility
of the minor revisions that leave basic lines intact but attain
a greater exactitude; and a greater fulness of detail. 	

s•1 :e ' he-ram-c l-revue-that ainv aver-n-- e4li ft ln the
F undamental terms and relations of the explanation:

The source/of this peculiarity of , cognitional theory
oald seem to be a coinc Bence of the t' - ir -for, us that it begins
y describing with the /thing-itself that it ends by explaining.
en physics or chemistry tarns from things-for-us to things- themselves,

here occurs a step mto the merely hypothet;ical. But when cozpni-
t nal t1Qory tarns from its thing-for-us,to its thing,itself,
'blare  occurs no mo e than a ch'noe in perspective. One describes
s :nsat /on, perceri ion, 	 a ;in .tion, ingziry, insight, formulation,
r =fle. Lion, gra__s//p of the unconditioned,; and jud -ment, inasmuch
:s o e states !;hat each of /these kindf( of act are like acts
,er ormod and /exnerienced/u1r er described conc? .itiens. Similarly,
• . e describe' the relations between/these acts by a pointing to
D ynamic states, such as/Inquiry lea ' inz; from presentations to
insight anyl formulation, or reflection lea'inr from formulations
to grasp āf the unconditioned and jud anent ; agtyin, one describes
relation' by pointing to the cq'ā lescence of t'^.e contents of
differe t acts; thus, insight is into/data; formulation is of,/
the id a, -rasped 'in insight, with whn : t is essential to the idea
in ti presentation; the unconditioned is a /combination of r conditiond
forri elation with the fulfilment of its conditions; jud went" adds
a =s or No to a question derived from other partial contents.
N'w the transition from such description to explanation Involves
o new terms or relations. It retains the same terms and the

same relations and effects merely a ch9nge of perspective.
Insight ceases to be what is similar tb a certain event in consci;?usnes .
and becomes what stands in certain relations to inquiry, dattx;
presentations, formulations, other i .si,-hts, reflection, and judgment.
In like manner each of those other terms hecoresif ixed by its relations
to the rest. Explanatory exposition takes as fundamental the ;

the. exrerientially validated d ā.mic states of/Inquiry and re 3ction.T_ se states are relational. Tney both distinguish and cony ct
e three levels of knowing. Again, they are dynamzic; th „ head
or further acts in which 1 the second level adds to th first

and the th.ird level adds t the second and 2) the adds on of
thezz second level to the . first is combined with the first , and
the addition of the third level to the second is com fined with the

, images or

0

0
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Again, I do not mean that human nature and so human knowledge
are immutable, that there could not arise a new nature and a
new knowledge to which present theory would it be applicable.
Ent What is excluded is the radical revision that involves a
shift in the fundamental terms and relations of the e; planatory
account of hair tnsknaw2salgs the human knowledge unrerlying
existing common sense, mathe :atics, and empirical science.

The impossibility of such revision appears from
the very notion of revision. A revision appeals to data.
It contends that Frevious theory does not satisfactorily account
for all the data. It claims to have reached complementary insights
that lead to more accurate statements. It shows that these new
statements either are unconditioned or more closely approximate
to the unconditioned than previoas state - ents. Now if in fact
revision is as described, then it oresup„oses that cognitional
process falls on the three levels of presentation, intelligence,
and reflection; it presupposes that insights are cumulative and
complementary; it °resupposes that they head tosards a limit
naiad described by the adjective, satisfactory; it presupposes
a reflective grasp of the unconditioned or of what approximates
to the unconditioned. Clearly, revision cannot revise its own
presuppositions. A reviser cannot as r:eal to data to deny data,
to his new insights to deny insights, to his new formulation to
deny formulation, to his reflectivefnrasp to deny reflective
grasp.

The same point may be pat in another manner.
Po iular relativism is : :rone to argue that empirical science is
the most reliable form of human knowledge; but empirical science
is subject to indefinite revisions; therefore all human knovledge
is equally sub,';ect to indefinite revision. Now such argu . - ent

must defini- is necessarily fallacious. One$iae-te know invariant features

	

tively/	 of human knowledge before one can assert that empirical science
is subject to indefinite revision; and if one„ 1nZo ;s invariant

	A	

f eatuye s of human kno .:ledre, then one knows what is not subject
to revision. Moreover, as is obvious, such knowledge eaft.atha
itaVemdargb surpasses empirical science at lea st in the respect that
it is n t sub,`ect to revision.

The same conclusion may be reached by setting
forth the a sriori conditions of any possible judgment of fact.
For any such judgment can be represented by a Yes or No in niserer
to a question, Is it so? The answer will be rational, that is,
it will ID rest on known sufficient reason. Moreover, the answer
will be absolute; Yes utterly excludes No; and No utterly excludes
Yes. Hence, since the criiy/sufficient reason for an absolute
answer must itself be absolute and known, the Yes or No must rest
on some apyrehension or grasp of the unconditioned. Now the
judgment of fact is not to the effect that something must be so
or could not be otherwise; it merely states that something is so;
hence the unconditioned that srounds it will be not formally bu.t
only virtually unconditioned. The first condition, then, of any
possible judgment of fact is the grasp of 1) a conditioned, 2)
a link between the m nd.itioned and its conditions, and 3) the
fulfilment of the conditions. It is such a grasp that effects
the transition from the question, Is it so? to a rational, absolute
answer.

But this first requirement sresup^ores other
requirements. The "it" of the judgment of fact is not a bare"it."
On the contrary, it is the conditioned known as conditioned that

mown/
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through the fulfilment of its conditions is grasped as virtually
unconditioned. Prior to the question for reflection, there must

of/	 be a level/activity that yields the conditioned as conditioned,
the conditioned as linked to itsa conditions. But this is a level
of intelligence, of positing systematic unities and systematic
relations. Moreover, it will be a freely developing level.
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For without free development luestions of fact would not arise.
The only instances of the conditioned that would be envisaged
would be instances with the conditions fulfilled. In that
case the answer would always be an automatic Yes; and if the
answer were always an automatic Yes, there eould be no need to
raise any questions of fact. Still, though there is free develop-
ment of systematic unities and relations, such development cannot
occur in some pure isolation from the fulfillingconditions.
Were there such isolation, it wo 'lc be impossible to tell whether
or not conditions were fulfilled; and if that were impossible,
then judgments of fact co :ld not occur. This yields the second
condition of judgeents of fact. It is a level of intelliewatectual
activity that posits systematic unities and relations 1) with
some independence of a field of full illine, conditions and 2)
with reference to such a field.
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But this second requieement presupposes a third.
There must be a field of fulfilling conditions. More exactly,
since conditions are simultaneous with what they condition,
there must be a prior field containing what can become fulfilling
conditions. Of themselves, they will be neither conditioning
nor conditioned; they will be merely given.
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Finally, possibility is concrete. Logicians
may say that a "mountain of gold" is possible if there is no
intrinsic contradiction involved in supposing such a mountain.
But in fact a mountain of gold is possible only if .'ie-•ii

the means are available for acqairing enourabi gold to make a
mountain, for transporting it to a single place, for heaping it
up in the fashion of a moalntain, and for keening it there long
enough for the golden mountain to exist for some minimum interval
of time. Similarly, any possible judgment of fact would be
some concrete judgment. The conditions of its possibility
include the conditions of bringing together its div•irse components.
There must be, then, a concrete unity-identity-whole that
ex eriences the given, that inquires about the given to generate
the free de'Telorment of systeiatic unities and relations, that
reflects upon such developments and demands the virtually
unconditioned as its around for answering Yes or No. It is
this concrete unity that asks, Is it so? It is 	 concrete unity
that initiates the free development by asking about the given,
What is this? Why is it? How often does it exist or happen?
It is this concrete unity that rras7s and formulates the conditioned
as conditioned and that appeals to the given to grasp the virtually
unconditioned and to affirm it rationally and absolutely.

There remains a corollary. Judgments of fact may
be not only possible. They may actually occur. But if any judgment
of fact occurs, there must be as well the occurrence of its
conditions. Hence, if there is any j ,d . gment of fact, no matter
what its content, there also is a concrete unity-identity-whole
that experiences Eh sonne given, that inquires, understands, and
formulates, that reflects, grasps the unconditioned, and so affirms
or denies. Finally, such a concrete unity-identity-whole is
a thing-itself, for it is defined by an internally related set
of operations, and the relations zaa may be exr -erientially validated
in the conscious and dynamic states. N of inquiry leading from
the given to insight,, a of insight leading to formulation,&of
asfiezti of reflection leading from formulation to `rasp of
the unconditioned, and Aof that grasp leading to affirmation or
denial.

From the corollary there results our contention.
There cannot occur a revision without the occurrence of some
judgment of fact. But if t:.ore occurs any j -lgment of fact,
there occur the dynamic states in which may be validated experi-
entially the relations that define the conjugate terms by which
the thing-itself that knows is differentiated.

What is the source of this "eculiarity of cognitional
theory? It is that other theory reaches its thing-itself by
turning away from the thing as related to us by sense or by
consciousness, but cognitional theory reaches its thing-itself
by understanding itself xs and affirming itself as concrete
unity in a process that is consci us empirically, intelli gently,
and rationally. Moreover, since every other known becomes
known thro.tgh this process,	 could xet impugn the process
without simultaneously impugning its own status as a known.

C1•'I. •• 11, 11 	i.
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We have performed something similar to what
a Kantian would name a transcendental deduction. Accordingly,
we w±1i shall be asked to explain the fact that our deduction
yields different results from Kant's.

A first difference is that 10144d Kant asked the
a priori conditions of the possibility of experience in the sense
of knowing an object. Vie have distinguished two issues: there is
the problem of objectivity, and from this we have carefully
prescinded not only in the present section bolt also in all earlier
sections; there also is the arior problem of determining just
what activities are involved in knowing, and to this prior
problem we have so far confined our efforts. Hence we asked,
not for the conditions of knor!ing an object, but for the conditions
of the possible occurrence of a ju dgment of fact.	 We have asked
for the conditions of an absolute and rational Yes or No viewed
simply as an act. We have not asked on what conditions there
would be some fact that corresponded to the Yes. We have not
even asked what meaning such a 21 corres»ondence miTht have.

A second difference lies in the distinction between
thing-for-us and thing-itself. Kant distinguished these as
phenomenon and. noumenon. Just ghat he meant is a matter of dispute
but, at least, it is clear that the distinction pertained to his
formulation of a theory of objectivity. Moreover, it seems to
me to be probable enout_;h that the historical oriain of the Kantian
distinction is to be sou ht in the Renaissance distinction of
primary and secondary qualities where the former pertained to
the real and objective things the solves while the latter pertained
to the sab ject's apprehension of them. In any case our distinction
is neither the Renaissance nor the Kantian distinction. It is
simply a distinction between description and explanation, between
the kind of cognitional activities that fix contents by indicating
what they resemble and, on the other hand, the find that fix
contents by assining their experientially validated relations.
A thing is a concrete unity-identity-whole grasped in data as
individual. Describe it, and it is a thing -for-us. Explain it,
and it is a thing-itself. Is it real? Is it ob j ective? Is it
anything more than the immanent determination of the cognitional
act? These are all ai.ite reasonable questions. But as yet we
answer neither Yes nor No. For the moment our answer is simply
that objectivity is a ha hly complex i s sue and that w e shall handle
it satisfactorily only if we bein by determining what precisely
cognitional process is. No doubt, there are objections that may
be urged against this procedure; but the objections too will be
handled satisfactorily only after the rrior questions are dm answered.

A third difference regards universal and necessary
judgments. They stand in the forefront of the Kantian critique
which was largely engaged in the problem of transcending Hu ie's
exaeriential atomism. But in our analysis they maenx play a
minor role. A universal and necessary judgment may be axag;xe
merely the affirmation of an analytic proposition, and such analytic
propositions may be mere abstract possibilities without relevance
to the central context of judgments that 7e name knowledge.
Our emphasis falls on the judgment of fact that itself is an
increment of knowledge and, as well, contributes to the transition
from the analytic proposition to the analytic orinciple, that is,
to the universal and necessary judgment whose terms and relations
are existential in the sense that they occur in judgments of fact.
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A fourth difference regards the immediate ground
of judgment. Kant formulated this ground by setting forth his
schematism of the categories. There is a proper use of the
category, Real, if there occurs a filling of the empty form of
Time. There is a prod- er use of the c ategox' ,o Substance, if there
is a permanence of the Real in Time. However, Kant's schematism
is not regarded as one of his hapciest inventions. What he was
trying to pet hold of was the reflective nrocess of checking, of
verifying, of bvinging the merely conceived and the merely given
into unity. In fact, that process is far more complicated and
far more versatile than Kantian analysis would lead one to suspect.
Verifying sup...-oses a vast array of hypothetical propositions that
state whet would be experienced under precisely defined conditions.
Verifying consists in having; those e77eriences, all of them, and
none but them, under the defined conditions. Mo Bove r, what is
verified, is what is conceived, formulated, supposed. It need
have no imaginable counterpart, and so one cmn speak of verifying
the theory of relativity or the affirmations of quantum mechanics.
Indeed, as -,re have shown at length, there is a single formula
that covers the immediate ground of all our jud.ents; it is the
grasp of the virtually unconditioned. So far a was Kant from
positing the unconditioned as the immediate 	 of every judnent,
that he described it an Ideal of Pure Reason, an ideal that becomes
operative in our knowing, not prior to juci nient and as a condition
of judgment, but subsequently inasmuch as each jurI g:nent rests
on an infinite :.eg,r(2sss of nrosyllogisms. As the r:;ader, familiar
with Kant, will note, our assertion of a demand for the unconditioned
as a prior ground for jut Bent not .lerely implies that the Kantian
analytic is ;mainly seriously incomplete but also involves in utter
ruin the Kantian dialectic. For the dialectic has but a single
premise, namely, that since the demand for the unconditioned is
not a necessary ground for jud^ !ent, therefore it is a transcendental
illusion; in other words, since the uncondi' Toned is not constitutive
of knowing an ob ject in the sense of making; a jud -ment, therefore
it has a rdurely regulative function in our kl) wing. On our showing,
the unconditioned is :-rior and constitutive; to affirm a fact is
to affirm 0, unconditioned.
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A fifth difference has to do with consciousness.
Kant acknowledged an inner sense that corr-esponds roughly to
what we have named empirical consciousness, namely, the awareness
that is immanent in acts of sensing, perceivi' g, imagining,
desiring, fearing, and the like. Besides this acknowledgement
of inner sense Kant deduced or postulated an oricinal synthetic
unity of apperception as the a priori condition of the "I think"
accompanying all cognitional acts. On the other hand, Kantian
theory has no room for a consciousness oft the generative principles
of the categories; the categories may be inferred from the judgments
in which they occur; but it is impossible to reach behind the

aspect of/	 cate ories to their source. It is precisely t is/eleMgxt-in
Kantian thought that gives the coteor ies their inflexibility
and their irreducible mysteriousness. It is the same aspect
that provided Fichte and Heel with their opportunity to march
into the unoccupied terrority of intelligent and rational conscious-
ness. The dynamic states named inquiry and reflection do occur.
Inquiry is generative of all understanding, and understanding
is generative zit of all concepts and systems. Reflection is
generative of all reflective grasp of the unconditioned, and that
grasp is gene Native of all judgment. If the Kantian proscribes
consideration of inouiry and reflection, he lays him:;elf open
to the charge of obscurantism. If he admits such consideration,
if he praises intelligent curiosity and the critical spirit,
then he is on his way to acknor, leclging the ene rati ve principles
both of the categories Kant knew and of the categories Kant did
not know.

The foregoing list of differences account for the
divergence between Kant's conclusion and our own. They are
differences in the problem under consid.ern tion, in the viewpoint
from which it is considered, in she methor' by which it is solved.
More fundamentally there are diffo - oncos about questions of fact,
for our self-affirmation is, as we have insisted and may be
pardoned for repeating, primarily and ultimately a judgment of fact.
The orthodox Kantian would refer to our stand as mere psychologism,
as an ap :eal to the empirical that can yield no more than a
provisional probability. But our retort is simple enough.
Without judgments of fact one cannot get beyond mere analytic
propositions. Further, though self-affirmation is no more
than a judg:: ent of more fact, still it is a .-rivile .red judgment.
Self-negation is incoherent. One has only to inquire and reflect,
to find oneself caught in the sponts.ne!ties and inevitabilities
that supply the evidence for self-affirmation. One has only to
make a sin :le judgi ent of fact, no matter what its content, to
involve oneself in a necessary self-affirmation. Finally,
cognitional theory differs from other theory: for other theory
reaches explanation only by vent Oring into the merely supoosod;
but cognitional theory reaches explanation without any such
venture; and since it cont ins no merely hypothetical element,
it is not subject to radical revision.
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From Kantian we tarn to relativist thought. The
initial question in the present section was whether correct
judgments occur. Our account of self-affirmation directly contra-
dicts the relativist contention that correct judgments do not
occur. Though the arguments for our position have been given,
it will not be amiss to indicate where the relativist would disagree
and why.

First, relativist thought is largely devoted to
a refutation of empiricism. Correctly it insists that human
knowing cannot be accounted for by the level of presentations
alone. There is, as well, the 1(eve1 of intelligence, of grasping
and formulating intellir ible unities and systematic relations.
Without this second level of activities there is, indeed, a given
but there is no possibility of saying what is given.

Secondly, just a s the relativist insists on the
level of intelligence against the empiricist, so we insist on the
level of reflection against the relativist, Human knowing is not
merely theory abo - ,t the given; there are also facts; and the
relativist has not and cannot establish that there are no facts,
for	 ;n t:17.11eats the absence of any/facts would itself be a
fact.

Thirdly, just as the empziricist could have nothing
to say if, in fact, he did not utilize operations on the level of
intelligence, so also the relativist does not corfine himself
strictly to the levels of presentation and of intelligence. He
is quite familiar with the notion of the unconditioned. He regards
the unconditioned as the ideal toeards which human knowing tends.
But he suproses that this ideal 3s to be reached throw~h under-
standing. If the universe in its every part and aspect ..ere
thoroughly understood, there could be no further euestions;
everyth.ng world be conceived exactly as it ought to be; on every
possible topic a man cold say just what he meant and mean just
what he said. On the other hand, short of this comprehensive
coherence, there can be no sure footing. There is understanding,
but it is - partial; it is joined :-pith incompr ehension; it is open
to revision when present incomprehension yields to future under-
standing; and so intimately are all things related that knowledge
of anything can be definitive only when everything is Down.

Fourthly, the relativist is able to follow up this
general view by facing concrete issues. Is this a typewriter?
Probably, Yes. For practical pueeposes, Yes. Absolutely? The
relativist would prefer to be clear about the precise :Weaning
of the name, ty„ewriter; he would like to be told just what is
meant by the demonstrative, this ; he would be g_, atef ul for an
explanation of the meaning oft tLe coeula, is. Your simple
question is met by three further questions; and if you answer
these three, your answers will give rise to many more. If you
are quick and see that you are starting on an'"infInite series,
you may confront the relativist _ ,pith a rounded system. But
the relativist is also a smart fellow. He :rill point out that
ordinary people, quite cert•tin that this is a t- rewriter, know
nothing of the system on which yeti base ttleir knowledge. Nor is
this all. For human knowledge is limited; systems have their
weak points; and the relativist tivill pounce uron the very issues
on which a defender of the system would prefer to profess ignorance.

Fifthly, not only will the relativist make it plain
that there are further uestions until everything is known, but
also he will expa.ain why this is so. A relation is named internal
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to an object when, without the relation, the object wo'ld to
differ radically. Thus, we have spoken of inquiry and insight.
But by inquiry we have not meant some pure wonder; we have meant
a wonder about something. Similarly by insight we have not meant
a pare ura.'erstanding but an understa ~ i nr of something. Inquiry
and insight, then, are related in'rernally to materials aboat which
one inquires and into which one gains insi -ht. Now, if one supposes
that the whole universe is a pattern of internal relations, clearly
it follows that no -art and no aspect of the universe can be
known in isolation from any other ;.art or as - ect; for every item
is related internally to every other; and to prescind from such
relations is to r rescind from things as they are and to substitute
in their place other ima,ainary obsects not simply are not.
If, then, one asks the relativist to ex lain why questions run
off to infinity, he has a xi3021 ready answer. The universe to
be known by answering ouesti ons is a tissue of internal relations.

Sixthly, if the fore7oin,g fairly represents the
relativist position, it also reveals its oversights. Questions
are of two kinds. There are questions for intelligence asking
what this is, what that means, why this is so, how fre uently it
occurs or exists. There also are questions for reflection t at
ask whether answers to the former ty e of question are correct.
Next, the unconC,itioned that is req tired for jud cent is not the
comprehensive coherence that is the ideal of understanding, that
grounds answers to all uestions of the first tyre. On the
contrary, it is a virtually unconditioned that results from the
combination of a conditioned with the fulfilment of its conditions.
Further, a judgment is a limited commitment; so far from r::sting
on knowledge of the universe, it is to the effect that, no matter
whatthe rest of the universe may prove to be, at least this is
so. I may not be able to settle border-line instances inz which
one might dispute whether the name, typewriter, would be appropriate.
But at least I cnn settle def iniitively that this is a typewriter.
I may not be able to clarify the moaning of is, but it is sufficient
for present purposes to know the difference between is and is not,
and that I know. I am not vary articulate when it comes to
explaining the meaning of this; but if you refer to use that,
it will make no difference provided we both see what we are
talking about. You v am me that I have made mistakes in the past.
But your warning is meaningless, if I am making a further mistake
in recognizing; a °-,ast mistake as a mistake. And in any case
the sole present issue is whether or not I am mistaken in affirming
this to be a typewriter. You explain to me that my notion of
a typewriter would be very different, if I understood the chemistry
of the materials, the mechanics of the construction, the psychology
of the typist's skill, the effect on v*ting,d
sentence structure resulting from the use of a machine in composing,
the economic ancl. sociological renercassions of the invention, its
thm relation to commercial and »ol tical bureaucracy, and so forth.
But may I not explain to you that all these further items, however
interesting and si 'nificar_t, are to be known through farther
judgments, that such further judgments, so far from shifting me
from my present conviction that this is a typewriter, will only
confirm me in it, that to make those further judments wo ::ld
be rather difficult if, at the start, I could not be certain
whether or not this is a typewriter?
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Sixthly, however, the questions that are answered
by a pattern of internal relations are only Questions that ask
for explanatory system. But besides things-themselves and prior
to them in oor knowing, there are things-for-us, things as described.
Moreover, the existents and occurrences, in which explanatory s;%stenis
are verified, divor r,e non-systematically from the ideal frequencies
that ideally would be deduced from the explanatory systems.
Again, the activity of verifying involves the use of description
as an intermediary between the system defined by internal relations
and, on the other hand, the presentations of sense that are the
fulfilling conditions. Finally, it vjon.lc be a mistake to suppose
that explanation is the one true knowled c;e: not only does itxzest
its verification rest on descrtiption bA also the relations of
things to us are just m as much ob,'ects of knowledge as are the
relations of things among themselves.

Seventhly, the relativist invents for himself a
universe that consists merely of explanatory system because he
conceives the unconditioned as the ideal of understanding, as the
comprehensive coherence towards which underst-ncing tends by asking
what and why. But as we have seen, the criterion of judgment is
the virtua ::. ly unconditioned. Each jud rent is a limited commitment.
So far from pronouncing on the universe, it is content to affirm
some single conditioned that has a finite number of conditions
which, in fact, are fulfilled. No doubt, were 'the universe simply
a vast explana l;ory system, knowledge of the conditions of any
conditioned would be identical with knowledge of the universe.
But, in fact, the universe is not simply explanatory system;
its existents and its occurrences d.iverre non-systematically
from pure intelli^:i.hility; it exhibits an empirical redidue of the
individual, the incidental, the continuo s, the merely juxtaposed,
and the merely successive; it is a universe of facts and explanatory
s;jstem has validity in the raeasore that it conforms to descriptive
facts.

Eighthly, the relativist ar ^.;ument from unending
further questions is more impressive than conclusive. Human
knowing does not begin from previous knowing but from nattr al
spontaneities and inevitabilities. Its basic terms are not
defined for it in some knowing prior to knowing; they are fixed
by the s dynamic structure of cognitional process itself. The
relativist asks what is meant by the copula, is, and the demonstra-
tive, this. But neither he nor anyone else is given to confusing
is with is not or this with not this; and that basic clarity is
all that is relevant to the meaning of the affirmation, This is
a typewriter. A cognitional theorist would be called upon to
explain such elementary terms; he would do so by saying that is
represents the Yes that occurs in judgment and that is anticipated
by such questions as, Is it? What is it? Similarly, a theorist
would explain this as the return from the field of conception to
the empirical residue in the field of presentations. But -uestions
relevant tom cognitional theory are not relevant to every instance
ofic knowing. They are not universally relevant because, in fact,
there is no operational obscurity about the meanings that cognitional
theory elucidates. Again, they are not universally relevant,
because such elementary meanings are fixed, in a manner that
surpasses determination by definition, with the native immutability
of the dynamic structures of cognitional process.
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Ninthly, as human 'snowing begins from natural
spontaneity, so its initial developments are inarticulate.
As it asks what and why without being given the reason for its
inquiry, so also it sets off on the self-correcting process of
learning without the explicit formulations that rightly would
be required 0 an explanato-°y system. Single insi ghts are partial.
Spontaneously they g .ve rise to the further questions that elicit
complementary insights. Were the univ.-rse purely an explanatory
system, the minor clusters of insishts reached by what is called
common sense would not head for a limiting position of familiarity
and mastery in which evidently it is silly to doubt ri - et' - er or
not this is a typewriter. But, in fact, the universe to be known
by answering questions is not pure engDlanatory s-rstem. In fact,
insights do head for limiting positions of familiarity and mastery.
In fact, as everyone knows very well, it is silly to doubt whether
or not this is a typewriter. The relativist would beg me to
advert to the enormous difference in my notion of the typewriter,
were I to understand fully the chemistry of its materials, the
mechanics of its construction, the psycholor-y of the typist's
skill, the twist given literary style by composin on a typewriter,
the effect of its invention on the development of eommerici āla
and political bureaucracy, and so forth. But ranted such an
enrichment of my knowledge to be possible and desirable, none the
less it is further 2x knowledue to be obtained by further judgments;
and since the enrichment is exrlanatory, since explanatory knowledge
rests on descriptive loloulod7e, not only must I begin by knowing
that this is a typewriter, not only must I advance by learning
how similar other machines must be if they are to be named type-
writers, but also I can attain valid explanation only in so far
as my descri ptions are exact.

Tenthly, it is quite true that I can be mistaken.
But that truth presup- ,ores that I am not making a further mistake
in acknowledging a past mistake as a mistake. More rgenerally,
judgments of fact are correct or incorrect, not of necessity,
but merely in fact. If this is something, still it might be
nothing at all. If it is a typewriter, still it might be something
else. Similarly, if I am correct in affirming it to be a typewriter,
it is not a pure necessity but merely a fact that I am correct.
Correct judgment of fact is a matter of being correct in fact.
To ask for the evidence that excludes the possibility of my being
mistaken in ill affirming this to be a typewriter, is to ask too
much. Such ev_dence is not available, for if I an correct, that
is merely fact. But if that evidence is not available, still less
is there the evidence that will exclude the possibility of error
in all judgments of fact. Errors are just as much facts as are
correct judgments. But the relativist is in conflict :ith both
categories of fact. For him nothing is simply true, for that is
possible only when comprehensive coherence is reached; for him,
nothing is simply rrong, for every statement involves some under-
standing and so some part of what he nanes truth. In the last
analysis, just as the empiricist tries to banish intelligence, so
the relativist tries to banish fact and, with it, what everyone
else names truth.
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